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Abstract In many countries such as Austria the heating
energy demand (HED) is an essential parameter of the energy
certification of houses. In this paper, we present an approach
in which the HED category for a single family house is—
for the first time—determined from a standard photograph
directly by means of computer vision and machine learning.
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1 Introduction

The detection of energy consumption is usually based on
(rather expensive) infrared thermal imaging [1,3] where ther-
mographic data acquisition and image analysis is applied to
identify the energy loss of facades and windows. Based on
this, the overall energy consumption of houses is assessed.
Further approaches [5] investigate satellite or aerial images
in order to identify heat/energy emission. To the best of our
knowledge this is the first approach to assess energy effi-
ciency from standard photographs of buildings.

2 Methods

We aim at estimating the HED of a building from an uncon-
strained image of the outside of the building. Unconstrained
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in this context means that, the building can be captured from
different perspectives and at different scales and resolutions.
The intuition behind our approach is that the visual appear-
ance of buildings (e.g. particular types ofwindows, roofs, and
doors) correlates—to a certain degree—with their HED. To
this end, we propose a computer vision-based approach that
analyzes local image patches from building pictures. Given
an image from a building, in a first step we densely sample
differently sized overlapping patches from the image. From
these patches we select only a small percentage of patches
with the highest intensity contrast. The intuition behind this
is to remove patcheswith low expressiveness, such as patches
showing homogeneous regions of the building facade (por-
tions of walls) and patches which lie outside the facade, e.g.
in the sky. To model different HED categories we propose an
end-to-end learning approach based on convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) at patch-level. We employ the AlexNet
architecture, pre-trained for the classification of objects in
ImageNet images [2]. The network consists of five hierar-
chical convolutional layers for feature learning and two fully
connected layers for classification. We re-define the output
with 5 nodes that represent the different HED categories
we want to classify. In the test phase, we employ an inde-
pendent set of building images to objectively evaluate the
predictive power of the trained network. Test images are also
analyzed at a patch-level (i.e. same patch extraction as for
training images). To obtain a robust and final categorization
of a building, we perform majority voting on the patch-level
HED predictions.

3 Experimental setup and results

Dataset The images used to evaluate our approach were
crawled from real estate websites together with their HED
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categories. The collected dataset comprises 3573 images of
different resolutions from a total of 1702 individual family
houses spread all over nine Austrian states. We duplicate and
flip all the images vertically (data augmentation) to obtain a
higher robustness to different perspectives during learning.
The resulting dataset thus contains 7146 images. The images
are taken as provided. No normalization or segmentation is
applied. Each house is assigned to one of the official Austrian
HED categories specified by letters “A” to “G” [4], where A
represents the lowest HED and G the highest HED. Because
of a lack of images in class A (i.e. A++, A+, A) and G in
our data, we merged these classes with B and F respectively
to balance the dataset, yielding the following five classes:
A + B, C, D, E, F + G.

Experimental setup For the training of our classifier we split
the (augmented) dataset into three sets: 60% of the images
are used for training (4288 images), 15% of the images for
the validation of the training progress (validation set, 1058
images) and the remaining 25% (1800 images) represent the
independent test set for our evaluation. All three sets are
completely disjoint w.r.t. the houses, i.e. houses used for
training are not used for validation or testing. The training
(fine-tuning) of our network is performed for 40 epochs, i.e.
the training data is fed 40 times batch-wise into the network.

Results We employ classification accuracy and the confu-
sion matrix (CM) to assess the performance of our approach.
Accuracy is the ratio of correctly predicted images over the
total number of images (portion of true positives). The CM
(see Table 1) shows the accuracy for each class in its diagonal
and the number of falsely classified images in its off-diagonal
values. The overall accuracy on the independent test set after
40 epochs of training is 52.50%. This is significantly higher
than the random baseline for our dataset (33.44% according
to the zero rule)which shows, that ourmethod is able to derive
useful visual information related to HED from the photos of
the houses. The CM confirms this result. The highest values
are located along the diagonal (correct HED predictions).
The largest confusions exist between neighboring HED cat-
egories (e.g. between A + B and C and between D and C).

Table 1 Confusion matrix for HED classification on the test set

Confusion matrix Ap,Bp Cp Dp Ep Fp , Gp

At , Bt 234 18 21 6 35

Ct 106 289 109 38 60

Dt 59 31 137 16 49

Et 46 36 51 96 53

Ft , Gt 48 19 38 16 189

Superscript p means the predicted class from our approach and super-
script t refers to the true class
Bold values represent true positives

This is, however, to some degree expected because of the
fuzzy transitions between neighboring HED categories.

If we divide the HED into three more generic classes, like
“low” (A, B and C), “average” (D) and “high” (E, F and G)
the overall accuracy further increases to 63.11%.

4 Conclusion

We have presented first results for the automatic prediction
of heating energy demand (HED) from unconstrained pho-
tos of houses by computer vision methods and deep learning.
Our results confirm a correlation between the appearance of
houses and its HED, which can be captured and exploited
to predict HED automatically. Our work contributes to real
estate image analysis (REIA) which is an emerging interdis-
ciplinary research field with many challenging applications,
such as building age and price estimation from images.
Although, the current classification accuracy of 52.50% (and
63.11% respectively) is insufficient for a fully automatic
appraisal, we expect the features learned from HED clas-
sification to be useful input parameters for a more general
model to estimate the overall state of a house. Our work rep-
resents a first step into this direction. As future work, we
further intend to carry out a systematic study of human per-
formance for HED estimation in order to better assess the
machine learning performance.
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